<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toy Number</th>
<th>Toy Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8653</td>
<td>Enzo Ferrari 1:10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BIG boxes of LEGO® bricks for all your BIG building ideas!

LEGO bricks are available in different sized boxes and storage tubs in a massive variety of shapes, sizes and colours so that you can build whatever you like whenever you like!

There are even LEGO bricks for little kids too! Flip this LEGO book over for loads of great building toys for your little brothers and sisters.
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The evil Visorak have taken control of the city of Metru Nui - everything is covered in Visorak webs and the Rahaga have been taken hostage! Only the Toa Hordika have the powers to overthrow these terrible spider-like dictators. Each with their own special weapons and unique elemental spinners, the Toa Hordika have the ability to attack with fire, water, earth, ice, wind and stone! Only the Toa Hordika can be the heroes!

Six great new action figures from BIONICLE® to collect and build. Each figure features awesome body armour, weapons and a cool rip-pull spinner function so you can fire spinners over 50ft!

**TOA HORDIKA - SPIN YOUR DESTINY!**

**Name:** ONEGA 8739  
**Weapon:** FLING BLADES & WIND SPINNER  
**Age:** 7+ years

**Name:** MATAU 8740  
**Weapon:** CLAW CLUBS & STONE SPINNER  
**Age:** 7+ years

**Name:** VAKAMA 8736  
**Weapon:** BLAZER CLAWS & FIRE SPINNER  
**Age:** 7+ years

**Collect and Combine!**

Build 3 Toas together to create the huge "Protocairns"! Log onto www.BIONICLE.com for more combination model ideas and all the building instructions!

**Powerful Spinner Function on all models**

www.bionicle.com
Three awesome playsets featuring brand new BIONICLE minifigures. With miniature Toa Hordika figures, glow-in-the-dark mini Visorak spiders, webs, trap doors, catapult boulder shooters - these sets bring you more BIONICLE action than ever before!

Battle of Metru Nui:
The Toa Hordika face their most dangerous battle ever! Can they capture the Coliseum of Metru Nui from the evil Visorak? A Visorak-launching spider guardian, oozing webs, trap doors, and boulder catapults stands between them and the Great Gateway. Beneath the Coliseum's colossal structure, hundreds of Matoran lie trapped. Hordes of Visorak patrol and stand guard. Can the Toa Hordika find the strength to face battle and defeat this evil force or is the fate of Metru Nui doomed?
FOR METRU NUI IS ABOUT TO BEGIN!

8759
Battle of Metru Nui
Age 7+ years

Spin your Destiny
www.bionicle.com
Star Wars™: Episode III is here, and the LEGO® Star Wars collection is bringing you all of the action, excitement and adventure of the movie! Can the Jedi Knights stop the droid forces of General Grievous, or will the evil Sith triumph at last? With fantastic starships, deadly villains and lightsabers that really light up, the LEGO Star Wars models are more authentic and more exciting than ever before!

With LEGO® Star Wars™ you control the action!

Here comes the massive Clone Turbo Tank, flanked by the swift BARC Speeder and ready for battle. Packed with authentic details, this great set features working suspension so the Clone Turbo Tank can handle tough terrain! Includes three clone troopers, an aerial trooper, two battle droids, and Mace Windu with light-up lightsaber.

7251 Clone Turbo Tank
Age 9+ years.
48cm wing span

Place your Clone Pilots in the cockpit!

Turn the gear to open the wings into attack position

Includes 3 Clone Pilots and R2 Unit

7259 ARC-170 Starfighter™
Age 8+ years

7256 Jedi Starfighter™
& Vulture Droid
Age 7+ years

RECREATE THE MOVIE SCENES

STORE FOR MORE STAR WARS PRODUCTS

7250 Clone Scout Walker™
Age 7+ years

7252 Droid Tri-fighter™
Age 7+ years

7255 General Grievous™ Chase
Age 7+ years

7258 Wookie™ Attack
Age 7+ years

7257 Ultimate Lightsaber™ Duel
Age 7+ years

7260 Wookiee™ Catamaran
Age 8+ years

7263 TIE Fighter™
Ages 7+
Vladek and his evil army are out for revenge!
Having escaped from the Kingdom of Morcia, Vladek and his new evil army have built a menacing Dark Fortress in the Lost Kingdom and are out for revenge. Behind its dark walls all sorts of terrible schemes are being plotted. Vladek and his army are building up strength for the ultimate attack on Morcia!

Only the hero knights are brave enough to embark on the dangerous quest to defeat Vladek and save the kingdom. But first they must capture the fortress!

Let the battle commence!

Capture the Fortress.
Save the Kingdom!
8873 Fireball Catapult
Ages 6+ years

8874 Battle Wagon
Ages 6+ years

8875 King’s Seige Tower
Ages 6+ years

8876 Scorpion Prison Cave
Ages 7+ years

Good vs. Evil

8794 Sir Santi
Ages 6+ years

8792 Sir Jayko
Ages 6+ years

8796 King Mathias
Ages 6+ years

8795 Lord Vladek
Ages 6+ years

8791 Sir Danju
Ages 6+ years

8793 Sir Rascus
Ages 6+ years

www.LEGO.com/knights
In Harry Potter™ and the Goblet of Fire, the fourth film adaptation of J.K. Rowling’s popular Harry Potter novel series, Harry must contend with being mysteriously selected to compete in the prestigious Triwizard Tournament™, a thrilling international competition that pits him against older and more experienced students from Hogwarts™ and two rival European wizarding schools. Meanwhile, supporters of Harry’s nemesis, the evil Lord Voldemort, sends a shockwave of fear throughout the wizard community when their Dark Mark scorches the sky at the Quidditch™ World Cup, signaling Voldemort’s return to power. But for Harry, this is not the only harrowing news causing him anxiety—he still has yet to find a date for Hogwarts’ Yule Ball dance.
MAGNETIC

4767 Harry And The Hungarian Horntail
Use Harry's magnetic hand to grab the golden egg!
Age 7+ years

4762 Rescue From The Merpeople
Age 6+ years

4766 Graveyard Duel
Harry must face Voldemort in the duel of his life!
Age 7+ years
LEGO® Vikings are on their way... but they're not alone. A horde of dragons, serpents and other nasty monsters are after these brave warriors!

You must help them in their battle against these terrible creatures, to protect land and sea, to bring peace and safety to the mythical Viking world! With loads of weapons and traps, and an evil monster in every set.

7018 Viking Ship challenges the Midgard Serpent
Join the brave Vikings on board their impressive Viking longboat on a mission to defeat the terrible sea monster, the Midgard Serpent. Over 40cms high, the ship is packed full of great details and features including a rapid-fire Viking catapult that really shoots! The Midgard Serpent is over 35cms long. Also includes six Viking minifigures. Ages 7+ years.
THE VIKINGS ARE COMING!

Rapid-fire!

7015 Viking Warrior challenges the Fenris Wolf
Ages 7+ years

7016 Viking Boat against the Wyvern Dragon
Ages 7+ years

7017 Viking Catapult vs. the Nidhogg Dragon
Ages 7+ years

7018 Viking Ship challenges the Midgard Serpent
Ages 7+ years

7016 Viking Boat against the Wyvern Dragon
Ages 7+ years

7015 Viking Warrior challenges the Fenris Wolf
Ages 7+ years
Get building in LEGO® CITY!

Whenever a building is under construction in LEGO® CITY, the hard-working construction team does a great job. Using the new XXL Mobile Crane, they can lift even the heaviest elements to the top of the building — and then turn the crane to put the elements in place. Nothing is too heavy for this cool crane!

LEGO CITY is a great range of action-packed sets designed especially for boys aged 5 years and over. Divided into easy-to-build sub-models, you can get straight to work for instant play!

7249 XXL Mobile Crane
Age 6+ years.

www.LEGO.com/CITY

7249 XXL Mobile Crane includes two construction minifigures. Backgrounds not included.
NEW
Available September

7234 LEGO® CITY
Advent Calendar
Age 5+ years.
WELCOME TO THE FAST LANE!

Need nitrous?

Build to display
8649 Nitro Menace
Age 10+ years

Tiny Turbos
4 to collect!

8655 RX-Sprinter
Age 6+ years

8656 F6-Truck
Age 6+ years

8657 ATR 4
Age 6+ years

8658 Big Bling Wheelie
Age 6+ years

Twin pull-back motors!

See instore for more great LEGO Racers!

www.LEGO.com/racers

8651 Jumping Giant
Age 8+ years

8647 Night Racer
Age 7+ years
ALL THE CHARACTERS, ALL THE ACTION, ALL THE FUN!

Experience the most memorable scenes from Star Wars in this exciting new video game covering the entire story of Anakin Skywalker's fall to the dark side - complete with action-packed lightsaber duels and dynamic space ship battles!

WWW.LEGOSTARWARSTHEVIDEOGAME.COM

BIONICLE

Play the heroic Toa Metru in this exciting new game based on the best-selling BIONICLE novel Maze of Shadows. The Toa must carry out their most dangerous mission to save the life of Toa Nakama! Challenge hordes of Rahi and one of the most powerful entities in the BIONICLE universe in this new game for GameBoy Advance!

WWW.BIONICLE.COM
BIONICLE
UNLEASH THE HORDIKA

8736 Toa Hordika
Drone
Weapon: New Clubs & Stone Spinner

8737 Toa Hordika
Togak
Weapon: Fin Barbs & Water Spinner

8738 Toa Hordika
Whenua
Weapon: MWN Thumpers & Earth Spinner

8740 Toa Hordika
Maau
Weapon: Fang Blades & Wind Spinner
LEGOLAND WINDSOR

Vikings

Fireworks
22, 23, 28, 29 & 30 October and 5 November

PLUS!
LEGO Knights' Kingdom
Jousting
17th & 18th September

5 NEW ATTRACTIONS INCLUDING
3 NEW RIDES

DINO DIPPER
FIRE ACADEMY
DINO SAFARI

Amazing autumn events at LEGOLAND® Windsor!
Experience the excitement of LEGO Knights' Kingdom jousting live at LEGOLAND Windsor on 17th & 18th September. Then celebrate the close of the 2005 season with a thrilling LEGO Vikings firework spectacular. Cheer on our heroic Vikings as they journey on land and sea, through myth and legend, battling dragons and monsters. The evening culminates in a gripping battle of good versus evil brought to life in an amazing pyrotechnic display. And don't forget to enjoy over 50 rides, shows and attractions set in 150 acres of beautiful parkland!

For more information visit online at www.LEGOLAND.co.uk
Introducing three incredible Ferrari sets from LEGO for 2005 for you to collect and build:

Join the best Formula 1 team in the world with the awesome Scuderia Ferrari Truck (8654), packed with authentic F1 features and details. Prepare to win the next grand prix!

Construct your own Enzo Ferrari 1:10 - the ultimate supercar! This authentic model uses LEGO Technic elements to build an awesome model for advanced builders.

Build your own 1:17 scaled model of the fantastic Enzo Ferrari using original LEGO elements. Also rebuilds into the legendary F333 SP Racer, a car that dominated race tracks all over the world!

Ferrari
Official Licensed Product

www.LEGO.com/racers
LEGO® Technic Crane Truck

Build this huge Technic model featuring motorised telescopic boom that extends to nearly 65cm! Includes real pneumatics, six-wheel steering, four retractable outriggers. Requires 6 x 1.5V AA LR6 batteries (not included). Age 11+ years.
The power to create

LEGO CREATOR

4884 Wild Hunters
Age 6+ years

4886 Buildings
Age 6+ years

4888 Sea Explorers
Age 7+ years

4883 Gear Grinders
Age 6+ years

4882 Speed Wings
Age 6+ years

4881 Robo Platoon
Age 6+ years

Alternative Models
Clikits
Click it your way!

Fashion, Friends & Fun!

Listen up girls! Nobody knows you like your best friend. You share a special relationship... and a special CLIKITS™ style. Collect these great new Friendship sets from CLIKITS and have loads of fun together: design, create, share & wear!

7538
Totally CLIKITS™
Fashion Bag & Accessories

Be totally stylish with this sassy new CLIKITS™ fashion bag packed with jewellery and stationery including a gorgeous note book, pencil case with pencil & ruler and a purse - total must-haves for every stylish girl!
Age 6+ years.

www.CLIKITS.com
7541 Friendship Frames & Notes Age 6+ years.

7540 Friends 4-Ever Jewels n' more Age 6+ years.

7542 Flashin' Fashion Frame
This funky new CLIKITS™ frame blinks along with music, hand claps and other sounds with a spectacular display of lights! Age 6+ years.

7574 CLIKITS™ Advent Calendar Age 6+ years.

4874 Best Friends Notes Age 6+ years.

4875 Best Friend Bangles & Rings Age 6+ years.

4876 Best Friend Hair Bands Age 6+ years.

Out in September 2005
Which Building Set should I buy?

At the LEGO Company, we believe the best play experiences stimulate creativity, learning and fun. With more than 70 years' experience developing children's imaginations, and winning hundreds of awards from toy experts for our products, here are our suggestions to help you make the right choice:

• Choose age-appropriate sets your child can master – those with clear building instructions and lots of inspiration.

• Look for versatility so that your purchase becomes an investment. Can your child build more than just the model shown on the box?

• Look for PLAY value, not just price value. Not all construction toys are created equal.

• Invest in a construction system that grows with your child.

We are always here to answer your questions or recommend the best product for your child and we welcome your feedback.

Call the LEGO Company on 08457 080070 or visit www.LEGO.com/service

We look forward to hearing from you!

BETTER STEP-BY-STEP BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS

Every LEGO® set contains the clearest, most detailed and easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions to guide your child.

MORE IDEAS

LEGO® box and tub labels show you examples of what can be made from each set, plus there's an idea book to help your child get started.

MORE POSSIBILITIES

LEGO® comprises over 3,000 unique and compatible pieces in 75 colours, and every set shows alternate models and building possibilities, inspiring and empowering your child to build better models and have more fun.
The LEGO brand delivers the only construction system that grows with your child, from as young as 12 months up to school-age and beyond. There's a brick for every child with LEGO QUATRO, LEGO DUPLO, LEGO Creator and LEGO Technic!

**LEGO TECHNIC**
Age 7+ years

**LEGO**
Age 4+ years

**LEGO DUPLO**
Age 2-6 years

**LEGO QUATRO**
Age 1-3 years

---
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Grow with LEGO!

For every child there is a LEGO® toy specifically designed to suit their needs, whatever their age. From chunky LEGO® QUATRO™ bricks for little hands, to classic LEGO bricks for detailed models. Hours of fun; endless ideas!

LEGO® QUATRO is a new brick specially designed for the needs of children aged 1-3 years old. Great for early construction, LEGO QUATRO bricks are 8 times larger than a LEGO® DUPLO® brick and are easier to fit together and pull apart, making play more rewarding for little hands!

- **LEGO QUATRO Regular Starter Tub**
  - Age: 1-3 years

- **LEGO QUATRO Medium Starter Tub**
  - Age: 1-3 years

- **LEGO QUATRO Large Starter Tub**
  - Age: 1-3 years

Visit www.LEGO.com for more information.
LEGO DUPLO bricks are specially designed for two to five year olds for fun, quick and easy building. With model ideas on all the box labels to stimulate creativity, they are great for young children to begin making more detailed creations. LEGO DUPLO is available in a great range of sturdy plastic boxes with lids, so even tidying up is fun!

5352 LEGO DUPLO XL Tub  Age 2-5 years

4085 LEGO DUPLO Large Bucket  Age 2-5 years

5353 LEGO DUPLO XL Tub  Age 2-5 years

4080 LEGO DUPLO Regular Bucket  Age 2-5 years

LEGO Creator bricks are designed for children aged four years and older. With a vast range of shapes, colours and details, these smaller bricks are perfect for constructing realistic models and exciting creations. In great re-usable storage tubs, the bricks can easily be stored for regular play.

4496 LEGO XL Tub  Age 4+ years

4103 LEGO Regular Bucket  Age 4+ years
It’s time for take off!

7840
Airport Action Set
Age 3-6 years
Here's a great new opportunity for adventure-seeking preschoolers everywhere: the brand new LEGO® DUPLO® Airport range. Load up the cargo, fuel up the planes, check the engines and report to the control tower - get ready for action!

Each set provides exciting airport fun for kids age 3-6 years to easily build and role-play. Or, build them all together for the ultimate airport universe.

Just sit back and watch their imaginations soar!

As seen on TV!

Log onto...
www.LEGO.com/preschool
... to see more preschool products from LEGO® DUPLO®
Once upon a time...

Introducing a brand new range of LEGO® DUPLO® products designed especially for little girls aged 3-6 years: LEGO DUPLO Princess Palace.

Packed full of gorgeous princess details, each of these sets combine to create the ultimate fairytale kingdom. The princess figures feature brushable hair and sumptuous gowns, there are ponies and kittens and cakes and jewels, and each set includes a set of decorative stickers so little princesses everywhere can decorate their palaces in their own special way.

With easy-to-build elements, these perfectly pink sets will encourage active role-play, hand-eye coordination and, of course, the development of storytelling skills!

Fairytales to imagine, build & play!

4820 Princess Palace
Age 3-6 years

4821 Princess Horse & Carriage
Age 3-6 years

4822 Princess Bedroom
Age 3-6 years

Log onto...
www.LEGO.com/preschool
... to see more preschool products from LEGO® DUPLO®
Long, long ago...

Can the good knights defeat the evil knights? Will the dragon wreak havoc with its fiery breath?

LEGO® DUPLO® Knights Castle is a great range of impressive battle scenes for preschool boys to build, bash and rebuild. With LEGO DUPLO, building is quick and easy so children can get to play straight away.

Let battle commence!

4775 Knight & Squire  Age 3-6 years
4776 Dragon Tower  Age 3-6 years
4777 Knights' Castle  Age 3-6 years
4779 Defence Tower  Age 3-6 years

www.LEGO.com/preschool
Fun to build, play and rebuild in LEGO® DUPLO®

Age 2-5 years

4663
Zoo
Age 2-5 years

4665
Big Farm
Age 2-5 years

4658
Farm Animals
Age 2-5 years
LEGO® Ville is a big busy town made from LEGO® DUPLO® designed especially for 2-5 year olds. With lots of easy-to-build play sets, your child will have hours of fun building, rebuilding and role-playing scenes from everyday life: Drive the tractor and feed the animals, push the letters into the post box or rush to the rescue in the fire truck with real flashing light and siren!

Developed to stimulate development of hand-eye coordination, creative thinking and social skills through role-play, these sets are an invaluable addition to any toy box!

Log onto...
www.LEGO.com/preschool

... to see more preschool products from LEGO® DUPLO®

Real flashing lights and siren!

Real stomping action!

4661 Construction Worker
Age 2-5 years

4659 Garbage Truck
Age 2-5 years

4662 Post Office
Age 2-5 years

4664 Fire Station
Age 2-5 years
Play and learn with Dora and Diego

There's always a problem to solve and an adventure to go on with Dora the Explorer, and as your child builds and plays with these great sets from LEGO DUPLO, re-enacting their favourite scenes from the TV show, they develop problem-solving and role-play skills. Plus there are plenty of fun, large pieces included in each set so young children can build and rebuild again and again.

7333
Dora and Diego's Animal Adventure
Age 2-5 years

7332
Dora and Boots at the Play Park
Age 2-5 years

7330
Dora's Treasure Island
Age 2-5 years
Can we build it? Yes we can!

Bob is going to build a whole new community in Sunflower Valley and he needs some help! He's going to build a new town that works together with nature, using lots of recycled materials and renewable energy sources - it's time to reduce waste and save energy!

3296 Travis and the Mobile Caravan
Age 2-5 years

3297 Scoop and Lofty at the Building Yard
Age 2-5 years

3294 Muck's Recycling Set
Age 2-5 years

3293 Benny's Dig Set
Age 2-5 years

3292 Roley's Road Set
Age 2-5 years

www.bobthebuilder.com